**CABLE AND WIRELESS LIMITED**

**The first line of this Telegram contains the following particulars in the order named:**

Prefix Letters and Number of Message, Office of Origin, Number of Words, Date, Time handed in and Official instructions—if any.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Clerk's Name</th>
<th>Time Received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AX</td>
<td>TUCK POI</td>
<td>7/9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DAP8 LONDON 64 5 0830**

**LC INFREEPRES SINGAPORE**

**MANI YOUR LETTER GLAD STOP YOU ARE UNDOUBTEDLY UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS STOP**

**ORGANISING BROADCAST WORLD SERVICE FIFTEEN THOUSAND WORDS DAILY FROM LONDON OR MANILA OR SANFRANCISCO STOP WHAT ARE RECEIVING STATIONS FOR SINGAPORE BATAVIA**

ANY ENQUIRY RESPECTING THIS TELEGRAM SHOULD BE ACCOMPANYED BY THIS FORM AND MAY BE MADE AT ANY OF THE COMPANY'S OFFICES.
STOP DO MAINTAIN CONTACTS BATAVIA STOP
WILL ADVISE LATER REGARDING STAFF STOP
WILL DEFINITELY ASSIGN YOU EUROPE AS SOON
AS SINGAPORE BATAVIA ORGANISED STOP
LEAVING INDIAWARDS TWELFTH = SADANAND

MARK YOUR REPLY "Via Imperial"

ANY ENQUIRY RESPECTING THIS TELEGRAM SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY THIS FORM AND MAY BE
MADE AT ANY OF THE COMPANY'S OFFICES.
Your despatches very good congratulations stop

Advised Indian Bank Cable Singapore =

Sadanand
CATEGORICALLY FULL CONDITIONS OF OFFER OF RICE = SADANAND +
PV296/N TKP194/N BOMBAY 132 12 2020 =

NLT P R S MANI REPRESENTATIVE FREEPRESS OF INDIA NEWS AGENCY AND FREE PRESS JOURNAL BATAVIA =

REFERENCE PREMIER SJAHRIR'S OFFER HALF MILLION TONS RICE INDIA QUESTION RAISED IN ASSEMBLY ON NINTH WHEN SREVASTAVA FOOD MEMBER SAID QUOTE EYE AM LOOKING INTO MATTER EYE DONT KNOW WHETHER OFFER WAS REALLY MADE AND WHEN IT WAS MADE EYE RECEIVED TELEGRAM FROM EDITOR TODAY IF RICE IS AVAILABLE WE SHALL BE VERY GLAD TO RECEIVE IT UNQUOTE YOUR SUBSEQUENT TELEGRAM THAT NEHRU OR HIS ENVOY SHOULD VISIT JAVA TO NEGOTIATE FOR TERMS OF OFFER IT IS NECESSARY POINT OUT ONLY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA CAN NEGOTIATE STOP IF PREMIER SJAHRIR WOULD HELP INDIA HE SHOULD EITHER OFFICIALLY COMMUNICATE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA OR MAKE OFFICIAL STATEMENT TO YOU STATING

MARK YOUR REPLY "Via Imperial"

ANY ENQUIRY RESPECTING THIS TELEGRAM SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY THIS FORM AND MAY BE MADE AT ANY OF THE COMPANY'S OFFICES.
PV315/U TCP231/U BOMBAY 68/67 20 2120

DLT P R S MANI REPRESENTATIVE FREE PRESS OF INDIA NEWS AGENCY AND FREEPRESS JOURNAL CARE PUBLIC RELATIONS BATAVIA= FOOD MEMBER BEEN SUGGESTING IN PRESS CONFERENCE OUR REPORT RICE OFFER UNREAL QUOTING LORD KILLERN AS AUTHORITY STOP JAWAHARLAL NEHRU REQUESTS YOUR GOOD OFFICES DISCOVER WHEREABOUTS MAJOR INDERJITSINGH SECOND INCOMMAND FIFTH RAJPUTANA RIFLES REPORTED MISSING BELIVEDKILLED OCTOBER 25 LAST YEAR HE IS NOT PRISONER OF WAR =

PLEASE NOTE: - THIS IS AN ADVANCE COPY OF MESSAGE WHICH WILL LATER BE DELIVERED THROUGH ARMY CHANNELS +

MARK YOUR REPLY "Via Imperial"

ANY ENQUIRY RESPECTING THIS TELEGRAM SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY THIS FORM AND MAY BE MADE AT ANY OF THE COMPANY'S OFFICES.
PV315/U TCP231/U BOMBAY 68/67 20 2120 =

DLT = P R S MANI REPRESENTATIVE FREE PRESS OF INDIA NEWS AGENCY AND FREEPRESS JOURNAL CARE PUBLIC RELATIONS BATAVIA =

FOOD MEMBER BEEN SUGGESTING IN PRESS CONFERENCE OUR REPORT RICE OFFER UNREAL QUOTING LORD KILERNR AS AUTHORITY STOP JAWAHARLAL NEHRU REQUESTS YOUR GOOD OFFICES DISCOVER WHEREABOUTS MAJOR INDERJITSINGH SECOND INCOMMAND FIFTH SIXTH RAJPUTANA RIFLES REPORTED MISSING BELIEVED KILLED OCTOBER 25 LAST YEAR HE IS NOT PRISONER OF WAR =

SADANAND +
OF INDIA OR MAKE OFFICIAL STATEMENT TO YOU
STATING CATEGORICALLY FULL CONDITIONS OF OFFER
RICE STOP GIVE YOU COMPLETE DISCRETION REGARDING
PROGRAMME STOP EXPECT SERIES MAIL DESPATCHES FROM
YOU =

SADANAND +
PV296  TKP194/N  BOMBAY  132  12  2020

NLT P R S MANI REPRESENTATIVE FREEPRESS OF INDIA NEWS AGENCY
AND FREE PRESS JOURNAL BATAVIA

REFERENCE PREMIER SJAHIRRS OFFER HALF MILLION TONS RICE INDIA
QUESTION RAISED IN ASSEMBLY ON NINTH WHEN SREVASTAVA FOOD
MEMBER SAID QUOTE EYE AM LOOKING INTO MATTER EYE DONT KNOW
WHETHER OFFER WAS REALLY MADE AND WHEN IT WAS MADE EYE RECEIVED
TELEGRAM FROM EDITOR TODAY IF RICE IS AVAILABLE WE SHALL BE VERY
GLAD TO RECEIVE IT UNQUOTE YOUR SUBSEQUENT TELEGRAM THAT NEHRU
OR HIS ENVOY SHOULD VISIT JAVA TO NEGOTIATE FOR TERMS OF
OFFER IT IS NECESSARY POINT OUT ONLY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA CAN
NEGOTIATE STOP IF PREMIER SJAHIRIR WOULD HELP INDIA HE SHOULD
EITHER OFFICIALLY COMMUNICATE GOVERNEMENT OF INDIA OR MAKE
OFFICIAL STATEMENT TO YOU STATING CATEGORICALLY FULL CONDITIONS
OF OFFER OF RICE

SADANAND

MARK YOUR REPLY "Via Imperial"

ANY ENQUIRY RESPECTING THIS TELEGRAM SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY THIS FORM AND MAY BE
MADE AT ANY OF THE COMPANY'S OFFICES.
Yours reference Premier Sjaahrir's offer half million tons rice India question raised in Assembly on Ninth when Srevasmava Food Member said quote eye am looking into matter eye don't know whether offer was really made and when it was made eye received telegram from editor today if rice is available we shall be very glad to receive it unquote your subsequent telegram that Nehru or his envoy should visit Java to negotiate for terms of offer it is necessary point out only Government of India can negotiate stop if Premier Sjaahrir would help India he should either officially communicate Government

MARK YOUR REPLY "Via Imperial"
PV552/L/TKP215/L Bombay 43 10 1515 =

= NLT = Mani Free Press Journal Correspondent
CARE Public Relations Batavia =

Yours Second Eighth All Your Despatches Received Stop Your Rice Offer Very Great Achievement Stop Unwrote Due Your Uncertain Programme Stop Unacknowledging Names Correspondents As Part Our Cardinal Policy Stop Writing Singapore/

Sadanand +